EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Hot drinks in 2023: The big picture
2023 key trends
Competitive landscape
Retailing developments
Foodservice vs retail split
What next for hot drinks?
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Fresh coffee beans continues to grow as consumers upgrade their coffee machine during the pandemic
Private label plays an increasingly important role in coffee
Discounters sees growth, whilst e-commerce cools off but remains popular

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Consumer demand for RTD coffee brings competition for the coffee category
App-based technology to drive foodservice growth
Sustainability to remain a priority in the forecast period
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Tea in the United Kingdom
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Fruit/herbal tea continues to increase its share of sales in the UK
Investment in sustainability by players
Black tea bags continues to struggle, although speciality black tea sees growth

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Loose black tea to see recovery in the forecast period owing to premiumisation
Flavour challenge for green tea
Foodservice to recover despite challenges
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Other Hot Drinks in the United Kingdom
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Chocolate-based flavoured powder drinks experiences declining retail volume sales
Premiumisation in terms of flavour and sustainability drives growth
Consumers are losing interest in malt-based hot drinks, with little innovation in sight

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Foodservice set to see full volume recovery by 2024
Increasing attention paid to plant-based options
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